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RETARDATION. THE PSYCHOEDUCATIONAL FACTORS DISCUSSED INCLUDE

VISUAL PERCEPTION, INTELLIGENCE, WORD ATTACK SKILLS, READING

AND ORAL LANGUAGE PATTERNS, ANC EMOTIONAL STABILITY. THE

PAPER CONCLUDES THAT DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS HAVE LESS GENERAL

INFORMATION THAN ADVANTAGED CHILDREN AND THAT THERE IS A
HIGHER INCIDENCE OF SEVERE VISUAL PERCEPTUAL DYSFUNCTIONS

AMONG LOWER -CLASS GROUPS. MOST SIGNIFICANT, HOWEVER, IS THE

TREMENDOUS NUMBER OF DISABLED LEARNERS AMONG LOWER -CLASS
CHILDREN. AMONG THE REASONS WHY THESE PROBLEMS HAVE NOT YET

BEEN SOLVED IS THE POSSIBILITY THAT EDUCATORS ARE RELUCTANT

TO RECOGNIZE THE SLUM CHILD'S POTENTIAL ABILITY.
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America's unique experience in this decade is the discovery

of its own immorality. We find our sons systematically raping

another man's land, murdering his people and subjugating most of

thetTreen world in a unique form of economic imperialism. More

shocking than these atrocities thousands of miles from home is

the American soldier who pumped over 30 bullets into a 15-year-old

child, in Newark, New Jersey, last -summer: He and his comrades

under the command of the Governor of New Jersey, slew 22 Ameri-

can's most of whom were innocent bystanders to the Newark holo-

caust of 1967. (10) American violence both beyond and within

its boundaries has jolted educated Americans into a new perspec-

tive 10P its own morality.

The sight of helmeted policemen. with riot guns and rifles

patrolling my own main street last summer was a rude awakening

to most of my neighbors that something is wrong in America. Its

invisible people dared to advertise their plight; white America

reacted sharply and decisively. It defended its material tran-

quillity with violence, but its psyche had 'finally been reached.



Yo American can erase the horrors of Vtetnam, Jewerk, Oetroit and

over 30 cities with more still to come. Thu die is cast; /ueries

will either enfranchise disadvantered people or find a "final so-

lution." End it is the latter possibility that is causinr many

Americans to see themselves in a new pfrspectivu.

In some respects it is an e7citine time to live, especially

if one cares about human beinms, human rights and particularly

education, or education is the focal point of _America's domestic

poverty problem. even when we speak of housing, emplayment and

civil rights, educators seem to end up in thE' eye of the domestic

hurricane, a predicament due less to education's potential and

more to itsAzulreerability.In America the school is society's scape-

toat. When the social system roofs, it spanks the school. The

disedventer.ed condition of one out of four or five Americans is

more directly the effect of not the school, but of an in just

social - Economic system end of thE' perpetual problem of man's in-

sensitivity toward his brother. rlerteinly the school is party

to these causes, but the main thrust of these causes comes via

the obstinacies of elected social leaders, churchmen, business ty-

coons, civil servants end particularly police who have been out -

remeously insensitive to Pmericen slum dwellers. Still, educa-

tion becomes the proposed panacea, end in education VP see the

final results of a social system's subtle persecution of subcultures
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These results sre tue'red neatly into the label ',educationally

disadvantafted" which is our new term for "slciv lidAiner" in Ameri-

can urban schools. Let us first document the general conditions

of disadvantaged imericans and then see the psychoeducational di-

mensions thst pro!T out of these conditions.

SONE DIMrNSION9 OP 10W1RTY IN P:MICA

The Civil lights movement resulted from a United States SK-

pre.me Court decision in 1955 directing: all schools to dpseprogctc!.

This vols supposed t be the bertnning of s change. Thirteen yoc:7,;:,

later more non Witte Americans are in racially serrernted class-

rooms than there were in 1955. Cver the same period national =-

Employment rent down as national stsndsrd of living rent up.

1ut non white unemployment went up while non rhite standard of

living vent down. 1,eanwhile, over the past 20 years America has

spent 57% of its bud7ct (9011 billion,dollsrs) on war TIVA0 0417

six percent of its budget (96 billion) has rone to social pro-

prams.

In 1930 twice as many pregnant '31s& women died in child-

birth as pregnant 4hite women. Thirty-four years later, that fir -

ure increased to three to one with slack women at the high end.

In 191,0 fourteen times PS many Tisclt mothers had their babies de-

livered by midwives as "hit& mothers who were deli ved by lickzsi-id

medical doctors. Twenty years later that ratio jumped to 23-1.
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In 1950, 661 more tAlack infants died than "hite infants. In 1964,

non vhite infant mortality jumped to 901 higher than Caucssion.

,Al1 of this is taking place while the American Movernment has been

'waging its biggest war against poverty which supgests two obvious

conclusions: First, the problem is out of hand. It is so bad

that the haves are pullinp farther and farther away from the have

nots. Second, however big the war on poverty is, it is not big

enough.

The fact is that in the richest land in the world, over 30

million americans live in poverty. Pbott 32 million more live in

marked deprivation. Poor americans do not starve to death Indian

style. 'nut they ro to bed hungry every night. They are "fat

with hunger," says one writer ( 9 ), for that is what cheat food

does. Cheap food and unhealthy environments also account for 13'-'

'-agher rate of chronic ailments among these people. In one Chicago

slum populated by over 150,000 Pmericans, a 1962 study revealed

that one out of five slum dwellers had been infected with T1 germs;

30 cases of rat bite were on record but many more were never re-

cordvi: one out of four had ma&ed visual dysfunctions, and over

a third of the children had no lemal fathers. (2 ) In 1963, 50V,

of men taking preinduction exams to military service failed because

of physical or intellectual deficiencies. Over 80 of these were'

from lower socioeconomic groups. (15) In the 1960's over six

out of ten l3lack families and almost three out of ten 'Jhite families
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had incomes belor the poverty level set by the U.S. government.

Seven percent of the vhito end almost 25" of non white families

qualified at abject poveirty levels.

About 17r; of total national family income' in the United

States is in the hands of only 5.44, of the population. Only 14.6%

of the totsl national family income is owned by almost 37-1; of the

population. One problem is that the social end economic depriva-

tion suffered by these disadvente.7ed Puerta:0ns r-ets worse as the

conditions of middle class Pmericans improve.(6)

Pot' does this dissdvantaPedaondititin look in school? tlmost

10 of Pmericans are illiterate end most of these are non i'hite,

disadvantaged people. In one survey of a school subsystem of

New York City that had about 21,000 children in 22 schools, 55-

of the children were lover class :uerto licsn Americans, 1g. very,

alecks and 267 rev. !late and Chinese tmericens.(11) Pbout

of the population lived in slum tenements while another 321:: lived

in low rent public housing facilities. Plmost 92r of the 2uerto

Means, 82'') of the rilecks and 46t' of the "hites were already below

grade level in read ins- in the third prede (about 8.5 years of arel

the sixth 'rade (12 years of arrp) 781 !Tem retarded readers.

This fimure omitted non rnglish speaking Puerto Ricans. The area

re studied was not as deprived as the slums of 'Tashinpton D.C.,

Harlem, or Redford 'tuyvesant in Yorlr City, migrant farmworkerg

areas all over the country or slum schools in the south.
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These are the disadvantRped Americans that the school is

failing. It us move from statistics to clinic and see their learn-

ing disability patterns.

BSYCHOEDUCATIGNAL ?ACTORS IF DISADVANTAGED RETRINT READERS

Perception,: In a study of six-year-old disadvantaged child-

ren, this author found ethnic differences in visual perceptual

development among disadvantered urban children. (4) Puerto Rican

and lac children scored about a standard deviation lower in

average perceptual developmen4% than Tihite and Chinese children.

Cver 40-", of the children were two or more years retarded in per-

ceptual development. bore shocking were clinical exams of a sample

of these children which revealed severe perceptual dysfunctions

specifically in visual-motor development, kinesthetic awareness

of body parts, laterality, visual motility and functional binocu-

larity. They displayed classic symptoms that neurologists. have

labeled "minimal organic," "minimal neurological dysfunction,"

"dyslexic," etc. This finding corroborated other findings by

niobloch, ($4) Pasamanick ( 13) and Deutsch. ( 7 ) Some of thes

investigators using behavioral measurements explain the dfficits

as organic, resulting from poor diet; 40111.pre and post natally and

intrauterine complications associated with lower class environmen-

tal conditions.
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Etiology is not *s important as our professions often like to

think. Pssuming the organic explanation of these perceptual dys-

functions were correct, SO vlitT: How is it; that about 15-20% of

middle class children we see manifest the same perceptual dys-

functions but read and write adequately? Could it be that ire

overestimate physiology and underestimate learning? Our con-

clusions are th:a6 minimal organicity is a factor only when an

individual's environment delimits his pote'ntia'l to develop other

skills. Organic or not, perceptual dysfunctions may be causal

factors in learning disability only if the child does not have

other skills, attitudes and perceptions to rely upon. WE are

teaching disadvantaged and advantaged children to read using

known methods and materials that are not particularly dramatic,

but are sequential and thorough, and we are not first retraining

their visual perceptual skills. Only in extreme cases do we re-

sort to perceptual-motor /training.

On the Benton Visual 'detention Test ( 1) disadvantaged child=

ren arc' not deficient according to the scoring manual, but their

geomettic drawings are crude, choppy and display poor closure

at the angles. These pro toOdke would be considered part of the

perceptual dysfunction syndrome. 14. find, however, that drawings

around templates on the chalkboard and on drawing paper once per

day improves the children's performances on the Benton in six

weeks or less. put we are not sure what value this is in learning



to read and write. 'Tf hew. no evidence that this type of improve-

ment carries over to scholastic achievement.

Intelligence: Socially disadvantaged children score low on

group intellifrence tests, which is not unexpected. Urban slum

children score higher in non verbal than in verbal In on the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (ZF'ISC). t number of

children surprise us, nowever, with very hiTh verbal and low non

verbal scores in spite of all other symptoms of poor verbal de-

velopment we usually see in the socially disadvantaged child.*.

This finding is no different from the analysis of our clinical

records of "advantaged," middle class retarded readers.

Disadvantaged children tend to earn lower Information and

Vocabulary than Comprehension scams. This appears to be a per-

sistent pattern differentiating socially disadvantaged from more

advantaged children. In fact many middle and upper middle class

children tend to have the very reverse pattern. It appears that

children from the "wrong" side of the tracks lack information

about the world perceived by middle class children. But they

are more capable than middle class children in making their way in

the practicalities of everyday life.

The Digit Span subtest may be higher or low depending upon

anxiety level and concentration ability. arithmetic subtest soores

are low and seem to be more a result of poor school achievement
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than anything else. what has surprised us at the Reading Center

is 'tie; Similiritied subtest which appears to tap verbal abstrac-

tion ability and concept formation. Some disadvantaged children

score very low--this fits the stereotype of .cultural deprivation.

But a large number of cases with depressed total IQ's score

above average on this subtest. According to Wechsler (16) this

subtest is one of his weaker measures, but we are still unable

to explain this phenomenon.

Our i_ipressions of the VISC performance scatter show 'nook

Design low but nothing else that might discriminate disadvan-

taged from more advantaged children with reading problems. It

appears that the subtest scatter is more pronounced on the Verbal

than on the Performance tests.

Word Attack Skills: Studies using the Diagnostic Test of

word Attack Skills (DTWAS) ( 5) have supplied us with abundant

data for firm conclusions about; word attack sktils patterns in

this population. DTWAS is a dories of 10 short tests of various

phonic skills.

Most neck and Puerto lican children tested in various pro-

jects over the past three years are sight readers. They have

never learned the relationship between grapheme and phoneme.

Over 50% of junior high school pupils in one slum school district

ti=sted by this author did not know the alphabet. ;lost elementary

school disadvantaged children cannot blend sounds..



Visual discrimination of letters is weak but better than scores

on auditory discrimination of sounds in words tested on various

levels of difficulty (matching, identification, reproduction).

Beginning consonants are usually heard well enough, but ending

consonants, beginning blends, ending blends and medial vowel sounds

are almost always missed by these children on our tests of audi-

tory discrimination. Ability to hear beats in words, however, is

excellent when the children understand what is asked of them.

Visual memory of unknown words is lower than visual discrimi-

nation of known words, but this too is far below expectancy.

When we look at these patterns we cannot help conc:uding

that these specific behavior deficits are what we usually find

in most retarded readers, economically disadvantaged or not.

Reading Patterns: Oral reading scores are low, of course,

but comprehension scores are high. Listening comprehension scores

are significantly higher. Usually these scores are at grade

placement indicating skills problems rather than problems of in-

tellectual potential. This again is the usual pattern in retarded

readers regardless of ethnicity or economic status.

Oral Language Patterns: Much has been said about oral lang-

uage patterns of Slack and Puetto Rican children. Most of it

has not basis in fact. tJe have not found any difference in the

incidence of speech impediments between middle class and loNer

class children. We have found differences in articulPtion and
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dialect patterns. The stud ieb ahoy no difference' in verbal pro-

ductivity of middle class and lower class children except when the

letter are requested to speak to adult authority figure's. There is

no evidence that dialect differences or mild articulation problems

interfere with learning to read, except that the seven sounds most

often misarticulated by Pmerican Negroes and most often poorly dis-

eriminated. (8) Rut the rest of the sounds do not follow this

pattern There is no evidence that oral language training in

pro-I( or Y affects reading achievement. In fact everything we have

seen indicates that Black and Puerto lican children with heavy di-

alects and relatively poor articulation learn to read when they

are taught without oral language development training.

Psycho Social Factors: Our own observations and studies do

not show differences in emotional problems of retarded readers

from middle class homes compared to lower class homes. The research

in general does not indicate' that a higher incidence of psychological 1

problems exists in lower socioeconomic groups than in middle income

groups. Certainly there are serious sCoiologieni differences. But

nothing we have observed or measured indicates that lower class Black

and Puerto Rican retarded readers are more or less emotionally dis-

turbed than white middle class retarded readers. Furthermore, nothing

we have observed or measured indicates that psychological or socio-

logical problems are particularly difficult to oversome in the re-

medial process. The very basis of the clinical treatment and
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the classroom curriculum is a therapeutic atmosphere, one in which

the child feels safe enough to test new behaviors. Under these

conditions, rare in most schools but necessary in all, most of

thes3 children learn to read and write adequately.

CONCLUSIONS:

As far as we can tell, two clinical factors seem to differ=

Intiate socially advantaged from disadvantaged retarded readers.

One is the VISC findinge a higher Comprehension than Information

cuisecstnG th3 lower class child's maximal practical use

If minimal information. The other is the higher incidence of

severe visual perceptual dysfunctions in disadvantaged lower

ohllaren which appears t,,t6la learning problem rather than

an "orcaic" one. Except in severe cases, these perceptual

ilysfunotions have not precluded such children learning to read.

rnjor alffererce, then, between socially disadvantaged

Aildran and middle class children in America is the tremendous

difference the quantity of disallell learners. The conditions

of disadvantagoness appear to breed not a different type of re-

tarded learner than we have been used to, but a larger number of

a very familiar breed. The two differentiating clinical factors

rnd the problem of Numbers do not present any unique impediment

to solvlg tho educational problem of disadvantaged underachiev-

ers, cince wa have been relatively successful in teaching retard-

ed readers, for example, to read adequately. Why, then, haven't

we solved the Drobleml
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1. Americans have discovered their immorality, but most do

not want to do anything about it. The elimination of poverty

or the rise of non TAhttes threatens too many power groups. This

situation coincides Tflith a unique form of international imperialism

that keeps Pmerican energies concentra"ced on the Vietnams of the

world rather than on the ghettos of its cities.

2. Ilducators are hiding behind glittertne: generalities about

psychosocial causes rather than implementing 50 years of pedagogi-

cal kno -how :Lying around the universities.

3. Most city school administrators Fill not even admit to

themselves the enormity of the problem. They are too busy pro-

tectinr thetrApositions which are being threatened lately by non

white community action groups. The fact is that most inner city

slum children are severely retarded achievers. and most of Pmeri-

cats inner cities are becoming slums.

4. Bost educators do not believe that slum children are bright

enough to learn to read TTell. These educators still cling to gem..

typtte theories of development and to the mystique of In. They

still think that children with personal problems and weak family

structures cannot learn to reed and write adequately - -an absurd con-

clusion to dray from innocent data.

5. ;lost attempts at compensetory education for socially disc

advantaged retarded achievers consists of changes in quantity rather

then quality, Jar_ extra hour of the' same drudgery, or a. smaller pupil

teacher ratio pith the teacher using the same old methods and materi

ells will not; make a difference.
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7. The fact is that our projects from the university have

been successful. In addition, as we go about the country, we

see isolated schools or classrooms where socially disadvantaged

children are learning to read and write adequately. These are

the same types of children who are failing in other schools.

The difference is the methods and materials and perhapi, the

most important thing of all from which thorough teaching stra-

tegies evolve--the educator's attitude.

The summer riots will not cease and the pressures upon

the schools will increase. Americans are plunging toward a

moment of truth--very soon they will have to choose between

gross immorality involving the violent suppression of part of

its own people, or the commitment to putting its house properly

in order. If it chooses the latter, educators currently in con-

trol of the schools will either act decisively, or they will be

replaced by a cadre of young Turks who are already infiltrating

the establishment.
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